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Lost Hills- Big Al’s Bissonnette Memorial
F1B Champion—Dick Wood

Meeting - September 11 7:00pm Room 10
Contest - September 16 7:00am Eloy

NEXT MEETING

NEXT CONTEST

Tuesday September 11th 2012

Fall Kick-off

07:00 PM

Room 10

Granite Reef Senior Center
1700 N. Granite Reef Rd.

Visitors Welcome
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Vice President:
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Treasurer:
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Webmaster:

Sunday September. 16 th 2012
WEBSTER FIELD – ELOY

AMA membership required for
competitors

Visitors Welcome

Elmer Nelson (480)-460-1366
Tom Gaylor (480)-892-0338
Bill Sewell
(623)-551-8678
Elmer Nelson
Bruce Grawburg (602)-978-4215
bgfalcon89@cox.net
Alan Petersen
alan@apetersenpaintings.com

Flying Aces Squadron #72 flying site
W Broadway Rd & S Airport Rd, Buckeye (NW corner)
22.5 miles (25 minutes) west of I-17 exit 120 then go south 3.7 miles

Available for PMAC rubber powered use ( NO POWER or ELECTRIC allowed )

Cover Photo : Dick Wood with awards for winning F1B at Lost Hills event
(original photo by Tiffaney O’Dell - Photo-shopped by editor)

More coordination is still needed, but I be-

Indoor flying has grabbed the spot light.

lieve we have negotiated a viable fix to our

Thanks to Dick Wood ’ s leadership, we had

flying field dilemma. As soon as we can, we

several hours of flying in Room 2 at the

will make an announcement.

Scottsdale Senior Center. With a 20 to 25

So far we have had two Dawn Patrols. The
first was a reasonable success in terms of
the numbers of people who came out. The
second was less successful. In fact, in an
email from Jean Andrews, he indicated he
was the only one there. Let ’ s use this approach. Anyone who is thinking of going to
the next one, please shoot an email to everyone so indicating your interest. Even when
it is really hot, we can usually get in two or
three hours of good flying if we start around
7:00 AM.

foot ceiling it is a good test facility. If you
haven ’ t tried building an indoor ship, give it
a go. It is a brand new challenge of those of
us who are starting to stick our toe in this
water. Dick thinks we have a shot at getting
into this room once in a while.

June 9 2012

As we all know, these hot summers just
about shut down regular outdoor freeflight.
Take advantage of the “ cool of the morning ” and give the
Dawn Patrols a
chance.
See you on the field!
Elmer

Al Lidberg

Dick Wood

Photos by Tom Gaylor

Elmer Nelson

Photo by Tiffaney O’Dell

Alex Andriukov

Dick Wood

Rick Rohrke

F1B Results
1st

Dick Wood

Rd1
120

Rd2
180

Rd3
180

Rd4
180

Rd5
180

FO1
433

Total
1273

2nd

Alex Andriukov

120

180

180

180

180

376

1216

3rd

Rick Rohrke

120

180

180

180

180

301

1141

Dick Wood's name was added to the large perpetual trophy he is holding. He proudly joins a list of world class F1B
flyers that have been awarded this trophy over
the past years. Congratulations Dick for your
victory at Lost Hills. The editor

Photos by Bruce Grawburg

Last week Peter Brocks, Elmer Nelson, Bob
Loffer, Herman Andreson, myself and Bruce did
indoor practice flying in room 2 of the Granite
Reef Senior Center. The Scheduling-Angel allowed us to use the room without charge. It is
normally $50 per hour if you are a Scottsdale
resident and more if you are not a Scottsdale resident. We will be able to use the room
like this in the future if we don't mess up. The
possible times are Mondays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays from 11 am to 4pm. We cannot
schedule in advance but last Friday she knew
that no one had scheduled the room for the following Monday. So I called all the modelers
that I knew had Indoor models and I think we all
had a good time.
Dick Wood

Photos by Bruce Grawburg

ADDING COLOR TO YOUR MODELS
I've done quite a few models with polyspan
[plus silk and Japanese tissue] plus color 'dye'
over nitrate dope. I guess we do these things
because plain white models just don't look
very good. There are at least 3 ways that work
- polyspan 'dye', House of Kolor candy colors,
and Design Master rattle can paints.
It's important to note that one has to spray the
dye/color - and - one must then spray any
overcoat/protective coating over that - all this
is to prevent streaking and generally messing
up the model's finish by brushing.
1. Polyspan 'dye' [and Higgins ink, which appears to be the same stuff]:
Follow the directions on the Polyspan bottle
which if I remember correctly, is something
like 1 part dye, 10 parts thinner, one part
dope. [Polyspan dye from FAI Models / ink
from a local art supply store]. Mix with thinner
and dope; spray on. Spray some fuel proofer
over that for glow or diesel models. Spray Krylon clear over it for rubber models to prevent
against funny fingerprints from rubber lube.
Rattle can Minwax varnish work OK for diesel
fuel and alc/oil or gas/oil fuels - not worth a
darn with anything over 5% nitro. KlassKote or
FullerPlast works well with high nitro fuels.
2. House of Kolor candy car paint. Mix with
clear dope - SPRAY it on. Fuel proof as above.
This stuff is way too expensive for what we do!
I bought a $30 1/2 pint can of 'scarlet', believing that would be RED. Unfortunately, it turned
out to be ORANGE – even after 20 very thin
coats. Was so disgusted, I gave away that
brand new Tomboy to a guy who doesn't like
to build. It flys nicely, but that ORANGE still
looks funny to me.

3. Design Master Floral Spray - from Michael's
artsy/craftsy stores. Rattle can paints in a gazillion colors. This stuff adds transparent color
with almost NO weight. It goes on nicely over
nitrate dope. It is not at all fuel proof to glow
or diesel fuel, so fuel proof as noted above.
Spraying equipment:
One can buy a fairly inexpensive compressor
from Harbor Freight/Sears/etc. HF even has
one right now for $39. I've had a $200 compressor for 40+ years - still works fine and is
very handy for flat tires, car or model painting
etc. One can still buy a nice compressor for
$200 or a lot less. I have painted 2 cars with
mine, using conventional and acrylic lacquers,
plus lots of models. Harbor Freight also has a
couple of nice, small spray guns. My touch up
gun cost less than $10 and works great. A
newer design with a gravity feed cup cost a little bit more but is not my first choice - doesn't
spray as much material and is damned awkward to set down - must hang it from a nail or
something. I used a widget called the Preval
sprayer. I found mine at a local NAPA car parts
store - US $ 5-6. On my latest diesel Kerswap, I
put 3 coats of thin butyrate on the wing and
tail and managed to use up about 3/4 of the
propellant in one Preval. The advantage is that
this thing is quite convenient and easy to clean
- much less trouble than lighting off the compressor, snaking the hose outside, cleaning up,
etc, The etc.
Al Lidberg

Indoor tailless design
from Germany —courtesy
of Peter Brocks
It flies small 3ft circles
and gets flight times of
a minute in the living
room . Cover wing with
condenser paper, mylar
or vegetable bags from
your grocer.

Hello,
Some of you might have discovered that our web site,
www.themmmclub.com, had
been hacked. We are working
to get it back up and running,
but in the mean time here is
some information you will
likely need.
1. F1E will be flown on Friday,
round times TBA
2. The hotel is the Extended
Stay Delux in Aurora. The
MMM special rate is $42 single
and $52 double.
3. The Saturday evening dinner is a Pasta-Pizza bar at Anthony's on Iliff Ave. Cocktails
at 6:30, dinner at 7:00. Cost is
$15 each + the cash bar.
4. Time is running out for the
free T-shirt promotion. Your
entry needs to get to me before July 1.
Please feel to contact me directly if you have any questions.
Thermals
Jerry Murphy
9 Via Escondido Valle
Manitou Springs, CO 80829
719-685-3766
Additional information:
I have heard that some
folks are concerned the fires
burning in Colorado might
have a negative impact on this
contest. Please be assured
that this is not the case.
The fires currently burning
in Colorado Springs are 75
miles away from our flying
field. The fires burning north
and west of Ft. Collins are
about the same distance from
the flying field.
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Contest Directors
Contest Classification

Nat'l Cup
President's
Cup
Sunday
2/19/2012

Nat'l Cup
St Patty's
Bash
Saturday
3/17/2012

Nat'l Cup
I-10
Challenge
Sunday
4/22/2012

Nat'l Cup

Saturday
5/19/2012

Nat'l Cup
Fall
Kick-off
Sunday
9/16/2012

Lichtenberge
A

Ralph Hotz
A

Gaylor
A

Werner
A

D. Nelson
A

Hot Stuff

Nat'l Cup
Nat'l Cup
Ghost
Armed Forces
Riders
Memorial
Saturday
Sunday
10/20/2012 11/11/2012
Loeffler
A

Andrews
A

America & National Cup
Arizona Free Flight
Championships
Saturday
Sunday
12/1/2012
12/2/2012
E.Nelson/ Burros
AA
AA

Note: All one day contests will be flown in combined categories. Anything you bring to the field can be flown in one of 6 categories
*For national cup points, junior AMA & Classic 1/2A Gas are combined

